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Introduction

Moodle provides easy methods to link various activities to your student learning outcomes. By using **outcome** in Moodle, you will be able to document the student grade and the student performance on your outcomes.

In order to use outcome, follow these steps:

1. List all of your Student Learning Outcomes in your course in Moodle.
2. As you create the activity (quiz/assignment), you can “link” a student learning outcome to the activity by using the tick box in the activity's settings page (see below).
3. Grade the activity and view useful feedback on how students in the class in general are performing.
Step 1: list the learning outcome of the course.

To add a course-level outcome:

1. Click the 'Edit outcomes' link in Administration > Course administration > Outcomes

2. Click "Edit Outcome"
3. Click the 'Add a new outcome' button.

4. Complete the form then click the 'Save changes' button
Notes:

1. Since students see these names, keep the full name and short name descriptive. It is better practice to include the word “Outcome” in its title.

2. Use the drop-down menu to select your scale. If you do not see the scale listed that you want, click “Add a new scale” to create your own
Step 2: link the activity to the outcome of the course.
In any activity settings > click on outcome and check the outcome that your activity will use.

Example assignment activity

Note that you can select more than one activity.
Step 3: grade activity and view the outcome report

When grading the activity (assignment for example), you can also grade the outcome for the student.

1. Click the activity link in the course page > select view/grade submission > click grade

2. after grading the assignment, select the scale from drop down menu for the outcome.
Outcome Report

To view the outcome report for the course, follow the steps:

1) In the Administration block, Click on grades

2) Select the outcome report
3) View the report of the used outcome in the course and its statistics.